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l ABSTRACT

A program of magnetic and electromagnetic surveying wasl
carried out on the 26 claim Newman Township property of Billikin 

l Resources Ltd. by Robert S. Middleton Exploration Services Inc.

A long, narrow conductor was detected by the EM survey, and a 

B long, narrow magnetic anomaly. Induced polarization surveying is 

m recommended to detail these anomalies and to search for

disseminated mineralization which the other surveys missed. 

l Geologic mapping in detail is also recommended before a decision

on exploratory drilling is made.

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l
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INTRODUCTION

During March, 1987 a program of line cutting and geophysical

surveying was completed on the Newman Township, 26 claim property

of Billikin Resources Ltd. by Robert S. Middleton Exploration

Services Ltd.

The survey consisted of electromagnetic and magnetic

1

1

1

surveying and was conducted to assess the economic

the property.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

potential of

The property is located in north-central Newman Township,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

District of Cochrane, Ontario approximately 70km

north east of Cochrane. It is approximately 12km

the Detour Lake road in Tweed Township (Figure 1 and

Access to the grid is by fixed wing aircraft

skis to Twopeak Lake which borders on the grid.

CLAIMS

The Billikin Resources property consists of

mining claims in the Larder Lake Mining District,

are held by Billikin Resources.

The claim numbers are:

(direct line)

south east of

2).

on floats or

26 unpatented

all of which
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CLAIM NUMBERS NUMBER RECORDING DATE

877971-877994 24 January 16, 1986 
877997-877998 2 January 10, 1986 

Total 26

These claims are shown in Figure 3.
i

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The geology of the area was mapped by the Ontario Geological

Survey in 1979, and is described in Report 184 by B.C. Wilson

(accompanying map 2410). The following is quoted from his 

report :

"Early Precambrian rocks include a 

supracrustal succession of, from the base upward:

metasediments; massive and pillowed mafic flows

with minor feldspar porphyry flows and thin 

interbedded metasediments; mafic pyroclastic

rocks; and micaceous metasediments. These are cut 

by ultramafic, mafic, and felsic intrusive rocks.

The felsic intrusive rocks may be remobilized

rocks derived from a pre-existing granitic 

basement. The supracrustal rocks, probably folded

during gravity-driven subsidence, have been 

altered under conditions of low-grade

metamorphism. Post-tectonic, Early to Late

Precambrian diabase dikes cut the granitic and
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supracrustal rocks. Pillow shapes in mafic flows

suggest a centre of volcanism to the east or

northeast of the map-area.

The mafic metavolcanic and micaceous 

l sedimentary rocks are interbedded in a zone which

includes mafic pyroclastic rocks, volcaniclastic

l metasediments, and iron formation* 

g Diamond-drilling in this zone, probably the best 

* exploration target, has shown the presence of 

l massive to disseminated pyrite and pyrrhotite,

minor chalcopyrite, magnetic iron formation, and 

l graphitic metasediments."

l

l 

l 

l

PROPERTY GEOLOGY

l Although the property is in an area of minimal outcrop,

enough occurs on the grid to describe the geology reasonably 

l well. Ontario Geological Survey Map 2410 indicates that most of 

M the grid is underlain by mafic metavolcanic flows and pillowed

flows, and metasediments. 

l Wilson (1979) has interpreted a series of parallel contacts

across the property trending east north-east. The southern two 

l thirds of the grid is underlain by the metavolcanic unit with 

a minor outcrops of interbedded metasedimentary units in contact to

the north with the metasedimentary unit. This contact crosses
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from claim 877972 to 877989. The metasedimentary unit is only

about 500m wide and is bounded to the northwest by a felsic

intrusive. The contact between these units trends from claim

  877973 to about 877982. Wilson (1979) states that although he 

l shows the contacts as smooth lines due to lack of information,

they are in fact considerably faulted, with interbedding of

l etasediments and me tavolcanios.

PREVIOUS WDHK

l Texas Gulf Sulphur Company drilled two holes west of the

Billikin Resources property in 1967. These holes intersected "up 

l to 301 pyrite and pyrrhotite in tuff, graphitic sedimentary rocks 

M . including greywacke, shale, and argillite, and chloritic

greywacke. An irregular blotchy to banded iron formation was 

l intersected over 3.4m" (Wilson, 1979). Gold assays were not

reported and probably were not done as most exploration at that 

l time was for base metals. 

M Both Hudson Bay Exploration and Development Comany and

Noranda Exploration Company carried out magnetic and 

l electromagnetic programs to search for base metals in the area in

the mid 1970 's.

l The Noranda work, 4kms west of the property located a 

m north-dipping, strongly conductive zone coincident with a

magnetic high. Noranda interpreted it to be due to graphite with
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sulphidic minerals and allowed the claims to lapse.

Two holes drilled 4km north-northwest of the Billikin 

Resources property by Geophysical Engineering Limited intersectedM

stratabound pyrite-chert (iron formation) mineralization hosted 

M in intermediate to felsic tuffs.

Since 1982 Newmont Exploration have been carrying out an

l overburden drill, geophysical and diamond drill programs in the 

M area. In 1985 they announced diamond drill intersections of

. 116oz Au/ ton over 25 feet, within which an 8 foot section 

l assayed 0.27oz Au/ ton. This hole intersected the same iron

formation trend which extends through the area of the Billikin 

l Resources property.

SURVEY PROCEDURE

MAGNETICS

l 
l

Theory

l The magnetic method is based on measuring alteration in the 

m shape and magnitude of the earth's naturally ocurring magnetic

field caused by changes in the magnetization of the rocks in the 

l earth.

These changes in magnetization are due mainly to the

B presence of the magnetic minerals, of which the most cannon is

magnetite, and to a lesser extent ilmenite, pyrrhotite, and some 

less cannon minerals.

l
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Magnetic anomalies in the earth's field are caused by 

l changes in two types of magnetization: induced and remanent

(permanent). Induced magnetization is caused by the magnetic 

l field being altered and enhanced by increases in the magnetic 

B susceptibility of the rocks, which is a function of the

concentration of the magnetic minerals. 

l Remanent magnetism is independent of the earth's magnetic

field, and is the permanent magnetization of the magnetic 

B particles (magnetite, etc.) in the rock. This is created when 

M these particles orient themselves parallel to the ambient field

when cooling. This magnetization may not be in the same 

l direction as the present earth's field, due to changes in the

orientation of the rock or the field.

m The most common method of measuring the total magnetic field 

B in ground exploration is with a proton precession magnetometer.

This device measures the effect of the magnetic field on the 

l magnetic dipole of hydrogen protons. This dipole is caused by

the "spin" of the proton, and in a magnetometer these dipoles in 

" a sample of hydrogen-rich fluid are oriented parallel to a 

fl magnetic field applied by an electric coil surrounding the

sample. After this magnetic field is removed, the dipoles begin 

l to process (wobble) around their orientation under the influence

of the ambient earth's magnetic field. The frequency of this 

  precession is proportional to the earth's magnetic field

l 

l 

l
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l
intensity, 

l Field Method

The magnetics data were collected with a proton precession

B magnetometer, which measures the absolute value of the total 

M magnetic field of the earth to an accuracy of *. l n Tesla. The

magnetometer is carried down the survey line by a single 

l operator, with the sensor mounted on a short pole to remove it

from the surface geologic noise. Readings are normally taken at 

B 25 m intervals, and at 12.5 m intervals where the operator 

B observes a high gradient (anomaly).

The readings are corrected for changes in the earth's total 

l field (diurnal drift) by repeating readings at base stations and

"tie points" several times each day.

l
SURVEY PROCEDURE

MAX-MIN II

l Theory

The Max-Min II is a frequency domain, horizontal loop

B electromagnetic (HLEM) system, based on measuring the response of 

H conductors to a transmitted, time varying electromagnetic field.

The transmitted, or primary EM field is a sinusoidally

l varying field at any of five different frequencies. This field 

induces an electromotive force, (emf), or voltage, in any 

" conductor through which the field passes. This is defined by:

l 

l 

l



l
J)E.dl = -9/T (the Faraday Induction Principle)

l where E is the electric field strength in volts/metre (and so

l 

l

l ^E.dl is the emf around a closed loop) and /J is the magnetic flux

through the conductor loop. This emf causes a "secondary" 

l current to flow in the conductor in turn generating a secondary 

M electromagnetic field.

This changing secondary field induces an emf in the receiver 

l coil (by the Faraday law) at the same frequency, but which

differs from the primary field in magnitude and phase. The 

p difference in phase (the phase angle) is a function of the 

•m conductance of the conductor(s), both the target and the

overburden and host rock. The magnitude of the secondary is also 

l ' dependant on the conductance, and also on the dimensions, depth,

and geometry of the target, as well as on the interference from 

l overburden and the host rock. 

m These two parameters (phase angle and magnitude) are

measured by measuring the strength of the secondary field in two 

l components: the real field or that part "in-phase" with the

primary field; and the imaginary field, or that part in 

l "quadrature" or 90" out of phase from the primary field. 

m The magnitude and phase angle of the response is also a

function of the frequency of the primary field. A higher 

l frequency field generates a stronger response to weaker

conductors, but a lower frequency tends to pass through weak

l
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conductors and penetrate to a greater depth. The lower frequency 

l also tends to energise the full thickness of a conductor, and

gives a better measure of its true conductivity-thickness product 

B (conduc tance). 

B For these reasons two or more frequencies are usually used;

the lower for penetration and accurate measure of good 

l conductors, and the higher frequency for strong response to weak

conductors.

m Distinction between conductive targets, overburden, and host 

U rock responses are made by studying the shape of the secondary

field, and the difference in the frequency responses. 

l The transmitted primary field also creates an emf in the

receiver coil, which is much stronger than the secondary, and 

B which must be corrected for by the receiver. This is done by 

M electronically creating an emf in the receiver, whose magnitude

is determined by the distance from receiver to transmitter as set

l 

l

on the receiver, and whose phase is derived from the receiver via 

an interconnecting wire.

Field Method

The Max-Min II survey was carried out in the "maximum

coupled" mode (horizontal co-planar). The transmitter and 

l receiver are carried in-line down the survey line separated by a

constant distance (in this case 150 m) with the receiver leading. 

B Three transmitter frequencies were used: 444 Hz, 1777 Hz and

l 

l 

l
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3555 Hz. The transmitter and receiver are connected by a cable, 

l for phase reference and operator corrrnunication.

* PERSONNEL AND EQUIHVlENr

l The survey was completed by two persons from R.S. Middleton

 Exploration Services Inc. The electromagnetic equipment was an

l Apex Parametrics Max Min II used in the horizontal loop

  (SI ingram) mode. The magnetometers were a Barringer and a

" Geometrics G-816 proton precession magnetometers. Equipment

l specifications are included in Appendix A,

l

The crew was accomodated on the grid in a camp provided by 

U.S. Middleton.

The line cutting was contracted out to Henry Gonzalez.

SURVEY STATISTICS

l 

l
The survey consisted of 39 line km of line-cutting and 

l magnetics survey, and 30.7 line km of Max Min survey.

INfERPRErATION

l Only one conductor was detected on the property, a weak

conductor trending from 150S on L49+50E to 650N on L58+25E. 

l There is no magnetic anomaly associated with this conductor. The 

  most interesting magnetic anomaly is a long feature from 375S on 

  L35+75E to 250N on L50+75E. This anomaly is parallel to the

l 

l 

l
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bedding in the metasedimentary unit, and may represent some 

l mineralization near the contact of the metasedimentary unit and

the felsic intrusive unit. There are several narrow, north-south 

  magnetic anomalies, which are often discontinuous. These are 

B interpreted to be discontinuous diabase dikes.

J OONGUJSIONS AND RFOaWENDATIONS

There are two features on the Billikin property of

B particular interest which should be investigated further. Che is 

B the Max Min condutor and the other is the ENE trending magnetic

anomaly. These would be best examined with an induced

l polarization survey, which is the method best suited for the

. detection of disseminated mineralization. A program of

li approximately 15 kilometers of IP (Phase II of Bowens' budget) is

B recomnended before a decision on diamond drilling is made (Phase

III). 

l It is also recomnended that a detailed geologic mapping

program be completed to provide a better geologic map with which 

B to correlate the geophysics.

8 Respectfully submited

l 

l 

l

^ B.Sc. 
Geophysicist
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CERTIFICATION

I, D. Greg Hodges, of 136 Cedar Street South, in the city of 
Timnins, Province of Ontario, certify as follows concerning my 
report on the Billikin Resources Ltd. property in Newman 
Township, Province of Ontario and dated June 2, 1987:

1. I am a member in good standing of the Society 
of Exploration Geophysicists

2. I am a graduate of Queen's University at Kingston, 
Ontario, with a B.Se. (Hons.) Geological Sciences 
with Physics, obtained in 1980.

3. I have been practising in Canada, and occasionally 
in the United States, Europe, and Australia for the 
past seven years.

4. I have no direct interest in the properties, leases, 
or securities of Billikin Resources Ltd., nor do I 
expect to receive any.

5. The attached report is a product of:

a) Examination of data included in the report 
which was collected on the property concerned.

Dated this June 2, 1987 
Tinrains, Ontario

^ ^
D. /dreg Hodges, Geophysicist
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IVIAXWIIEM II
PORTABLE EM

Five frequencies: 222, 444, BBS, 1777 and 3555 Hz.

Maximum coupled C horizontal-loop ) operation with 
reference cable.

Minimum coupled operation with reference cable. 

Vertical-loop operation without reference cable.

Coil separations: 25, 50,100,150, 2OO and 25Om 
(with cable ) or 100,200,300,400,600 and BOO ft.

Reliable data from depths of up to ISOm t BOO ft). 

Built-in voice communication circuitry with cable. 

Tilt meters to control coil orientation.
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SPECIFICATIONS :

Frequencies: S2S. 444, BBS. 1777 and 3555Hz. Repeatability j

)

J

Modes of Operation: MAX: Transmitter coil plane and re 
ceiver coil plane horizontel 
[Max-coupled; Horizontal-loop 
modeJ. Used with refer, cebte.

M l N: Transmitter coil plane horizon 
tal and receiver coil plane ver 
tical t Min- coupled mode). 
Used with reference cable.

V.L. : Transmitter coil plane verti 
cal and receiver coil plane hori 
zontal (Vertical-loop mode). 
Used without reference 
cable , in parallel lines.

25.5O.1OO,15O.SOO SSSOm (MMHl 
or 1OO, 2OO, 3OQ. 4OO,BOOard 
BOO ft. (MMHF). 
Coil separations in V.L.mode not re 
stricted to fixed values.

Parameters Read l - In-Phase end Quadrature compo 
nents of the secondary field in 
MAX end MIN modes.

- Tilt-angle of the total field in V.L. 
mode .

Coll Separations:

Readouts:

Scale Ranges:

NOW ALSO 4 
QUADRATURE 
FULL SCALE.

Readability:

- Automatic, direct readout on 
SOmm (3.5") edgewise meters 
in MAX and MIN modes. No null 
ing or compensation necessary.

- Tilt angle and null in 9Omm edge 
wise meters in V.L.mode.

In-Phase: ±2OV..*1OOV. by push 
button switch .

Quadrature: i2O V., iTCOV. by push 
button switch.

Tilt: 175V. slope .
Null CV.LJ: Sensitivity adjusteble 

by separation switch.

In-Phase and Quadrature : O.25 '/, 
to 0.5V. ; Tilt: 1V. .

±O.S5V.to±1*A normally, dependi 
on conditions, frequencies end c 
separation used.

Transmitter Output:. S22Hz : 22OAtms 
. 444Hz i 20O Atms
- BSBHz : 12OAtma
- 1777 Hz : BOAtm3
- 3555 Hz J 3OAtma

Receiver Batteries: gv trens. radio type batteries 
Life: approx. 35hrs. continuous 
ty (alkaline , 0.5 Ah), less in c 
weather.

Transmitter 
Batterie s :

Reference Cable i

Voice Link i

12V B Ah 
battery.

Bel-type rechergea 
(Charger supplie

Light weight 2-conductor tef 
cable for minimum friction. Unshi 
ed. All reference cables optic 
at extra cost. Please spec

Built-in intercom system 
voice communication between 
ceiver end transmitter operate 
in MAX end MIN modes, via 
ferenca cable .

Indicator Lights: Built-in signal and reference w
' ing lights to indicate erronet

readings .

Temperature Range: -4Q*C to *6O"C t-4O*Fto*14C 

Receiver Weight: B kg (13lbs.) 

Transmitter Weight: 13kg (SSIbs.)

Shipping Weight: Typically BO kg C135lbs.), dep* 
ing on quantities of referer 
ceble end batteries indue 
Shipped in two field/shipping cai

Specifications subject to change without notificel

APEX PARAMETRICE
SOO STEELCASe RD. E., MARKHAM,

r LIMITED
ONT., CANADA , L3R V3S

Phone: (41B) 495-1S12 Cables: APEXPAHA TORONTO
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PORTABLE PROTON MAGNETOMETER 
MODEL G-816

Data Sheet 
August 1974

if 1 gamma sensitivity and 
repeatability

if Very small size and weight: 
less than 12 Ibs complete 
with batteries and sensor

if Over 10,000 readings per set 
of alkaline "D" cell 
(flashlight) batteries

if Provision to attach sensor 
lo carrying harness for use 
without staff

if Pushbutton operation— 
numeric display directly 
in gammas

if Total field measurements- 
independent of orientation—no 
calibration—no leveling

The Model G-816 is a complete portable magnetometer for all man-carry field applications. As an accu 
rate yet,simple to operate instrument, it features an outstanding combination of one gamma sensitivity 
and repeatability, compact size and weight, operation on standard universally available flashlight batteries, 
ruggedized packaging and very low price.

The G-816 magnetometer allows precise mapping of very small or large amplitude anomalies for ground 
geophysical surveys, or for detail follow-up to aeromagnetic reconnaissance surveys, it is a rugged, light 
weight, and versatile instrument, equally well suited for field studies in geophysics, research programs 
or other magnetic mapping application where low cost, dependable operation and accurate measurements 
are required.
For marine, airborne or ground recording systems consider GeoMetrics Models O-801, Q-803, and 0-826.
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"Hands-free" Back Pack Sensor
Based upon the principle of nuclear precession (proton) the 
G-816 offers absolute drift-free measurements of the total 
field directly in gammas. (The proton precession method 
is the officially recognized standard for measurement of the 
earth's magnetic field.) Operation is worldwide with one 
gamma sensitivity and repeatability maintained throughout 
the range. There is no temperature drift, no set-up or 
leveling required, and no adjustment for orientation, field 
polarity, or arbitrary reference levels. Operation is very 
simple with no prior training required. Only 6 seconds are 
required to obtain a measurement which is always correct 
to one gamma, regardless of operator experience. Only the 
Proton Magnetometer offers such repeatability—an impor 
tant consideration even' for 10 gamma survey resolution.

SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity: ±1 gamma throughout range 

Range: 20,000 to 90,000 gammas (worldwide)

Tuning: Multi-position switch with signal amplitude indi 
cator light on display

Gradient Exceeds 300 gammas/ft (increased gradient tot- 
Tolerance: erance to 800 gammas/ft upon request)

Sampling Rate: Manual push-button, one reading each 6 seconds

Output 5 digit numeric display with readout directly in, 
gammas

Power Twelve self-contained 1,5 volt "D" cell, univer- 
Requirements; sally available flashlight-type batteries. Charge 

state or replacement signified by flushing indi 
cator light on display.

Battery Type
Alkaline
Premium Carbon Zinc
Standard Flashlight

Number of Readings 
over 10,000 
over 4,000 
over 1,500

NOJE: Battery lilt decree with low temper 
ature operation.

l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l
t

Complete Field Portable System

The Model G-816 comes complete, ready for portable field 
operation and consists of:
1. Electronics console with internally mounted and easily 

replaced "D" cell battery pack.
2. Proton sensor and signal cable for attachment to carry 

ing harness or staff.

3. Adjustable carrying harness. , -

4. 8 foot collapsible aluminum staff.
5. Instruction manual, complete set of spare batteries, 

applications manual, and rugged field suitcase.

Price and lease rates on the G-816 magnetometer are 
available upon request.

eoMetrics

îM
3*5 JAVA DRIVE
SUNNYVALE, GA MOM USA
(408) 734~4*t*
CABLE: "GEOMETRICS" SUNNYVALE
TELEX NO: 387-435

Temperature. 
Range:

Console and sensor. -400 to t85"C

Accuracy 
(Total Field):

Sensor:

Size:

Weight:

Battery Pack O* to *50*C (limited use 
to -15'C; lower tempera 
ture battery beJt opera 
tion—optional)

±1 gamma through O* to *50'C temperature 
range - '

High signal, noise cancelling, interchangeably 
mounted on separate staff or attached to carry 
ing harness

Console: 3.5 x 7 x 10.5 inches (9 x 18 x 27 cm) 
Sensor 4.5 x 6 inches (11 x 15 cm) 
Staff: l inch diameter x 8 ft tanght 

(3 cm x 2.44 m)

Console (w/batteries): 
Sensor 4 signal cable: 
Aluminum start.

Ibs. 
5.5

"a
1.8

Total;
All magnetometers and parts are covered by a one 
year warranty beginning with the date of receipt but 
not to exceed fifteen months .from the shipping date,

* •'iiAl'^h.AJJi^iiihJ' ^***-'- 1"k*Viliiii

GEOMETRICS 
INTERNATIONAL CORP
M ALFRED ST., MILSON'S POINT 

SYDNEY NSW 2081 PHONE: 929-M42

Exploranium
geoMetrtos

ORLO-WIDE 
.GENTS: EUROPE . SCANDINAVIA . AUSTRALIA . UNITED KINGDOM * JAPAN * SO. AFRICA * SO. AMERICA
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MAXMIN I
EM

The MaxMin I ground EM System is designed for mineral and water explora 
tion and for geoengineering applications. It is an expansion of the highly popular 
MaxMin H and HI EM System concepts. The frequency range is extended to 
seven octaves from four. The ranges and numbers of coil separations are 
increased and new operating modes are added. The receiver can also be used 
independently for measurements with powerline sources. The advanced spheric 
and powerline noise rejection is further improved, resulting in faster and more 
accurate surveys, particularly at larger coil separations. Several receivers may 
be operated along a single reference cable.

Mating plug in data acquisition computer and cassette unit are available for 
use with the MaxMin I for automatic digital data acquisition and processing. 
These units are covered in separate data sheet.
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Frequencies:

Modes:

Coil
separations:

•.

Parameters 
measured:

Readouts:

Ranges of 
readouts:

Readability:

Repeatability:

I SPECIFICATIONS:

110, 220. 440, 880, 1760, 3520,
7040 and 14080 Hz, plus 50/60 Hz 
powerline frequency [receiver only].

MAX 1 : Horizontal loop mode [Transmit 
ter and receiver coil planes horizontal
and coplanar].
MAX 2: Vertical coplanar loop mode 
[Transmitter end receiver coil planes
vertical and coplanar].
MAX 3: Vertical coaxial loop mode
[Transmitter and receiver coil planes
vertical and coaxial].
MIN 1 : Perpendicular loop mode 1 
[Transmitter coil plane horizontal and 
receiver coil plane vertical].
MIN 2: Perpendicular loop mode 2
[Transmitter coil plane vertical and
receiver coil plane horizontal].

12,5, 25, 50, 75, 100. 125, 150,
200, 250, 300. S. 400 metres [stand 
ard].
10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 160. 
200, 240 8, 320 metres [selected with
grid switch inside of receiver].
50. 100, 200, 300, 400. 500, 600. 
800. 1000. 1200 S, 1600 feet 
[selected with grid switch inside of
receiver].

In-Phase end quadrature components of 
the secondary magnetic field, in 96 of 
primary [transmitted] field.
Field amplitude and/or tilt of 50/60 Hz
powerline field.

Analog direct readouts on edgewise
panel meters for in-phase, quadrature
and tilt, end for 50/60HZ amplitude.
[Additional digital LED readouts when
using the DAC, for which interfacing and
controls are provided for plug-in].

Analog in-phase and quadrature scales: 
0±496, 0±2096, Q±10096, switch
activated. Analog tilt scale: 0±7596
grade. [Digital in-phase and quad.
Q± 102.496].

Analog in-phase and quadrature 0.05 96
to 0.596, analog tilt 1 96 grade. [Digital
in-phase and quadrature 0.1 96].

±0.0596 to ±1 96 normally, depending
on frequency, coil separation S. condi 
tions.

Signal
filtering:

Warning
lights:

Survey depth:

Transmitter
dipole
moments:

Reference cable:

Intercom:

Receiver 
power
supply:

Transmitter
power 
supply:

Transmitter
battery 
charger:

Operating temp:

Receiver weight:

Transmitter
weight:

Shipping
weight:

Standard
spares:

Powerline comb filter, continuous
spherics noise dipping, autoadjusting 
time constant and other filtering.

Receiver signal and reference warning
lights to indicate potential errors.

From surface down to 1 .5 times coil 
separation used.

110 Hz: 220 Atm' 1 760 Hz: 1 60 Atm'
220 Hz: 21 5 Atm' 3520 Hz: 80 Atm'
440 Hz: 210 Atm' 7040 Hz: 40 Atm'
880 Hz: 200 Atm1 14080 Hz: 20 Atm'

Light weight unshielded 4/2 conductor 
teflon cable for maximum temperature 
range and for minimum friction. Please
specify cable lengths required.

Voice communication link provided for
operators via the reference cable.

Four standard 9V batteries [Q.5Ah, 
alkaline]. Life 30 hrs continuous duty,
less in cold weather. Rechargeable bat 
tery and charger option available.

Rechargeable sealed gel type lead acid
12V-13Ah batteries [4x6V-6VaAh] in 
canvas belt. Optional 1 2V-8Ah light duty 
belt pack available.

For 110-120/220-240VAC. 50/60/
400 Hz and 12-15VDC supply opera 
tion, automatic float charge mode, 
three charge status indicator lights. 
Output 1 4.4V-1 .25A nom.

•40 to *60deg.C.

8 kg, including the two integral ferrite
cored antennas [9 kg with data acq.
comp.J

1 6 kg with standard 1 2V-1 3Ah battery
pack. 
1 4 kg with light duty 1 2V-8Ah pack.

59 kg plus weight of reference cables at
2.5 kg per 100 metres plus other
optional items if any.

One spare transmitter battery pack,
one spare transmitter battery charger,
two spare transmitter retractile con 
necting cords, one spare set receiver 
batteries.

Specifications subject to change without notification.

APEX PARAMETRICS LIMITED
Telephones: 41 6-64C 

416-852Jgyl Cables: APEXPARA TORONTO

P.O. Box 818. Uxbridge 
Ontario. Canada LOG 1 KO

Telex: 06-9666S5 APEXPARA UXB
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Report of Work
(Geophysical, Geological, 
Ge"ocriemical and Expenditures)

TF
2.10139 NEWMAN 900

  iru nui uvt; kii0uva areas oetow.
Type of Survey(s)

— — S"" * ' ^' *- *~
Claim HolderU)

Address

f /Uw, Z^*~* A** 6x~w h.t..
Survey Company ' ' Date of i

Township or Area :

{Prospector's Licence No.

I T- 4681 l

L/'-F^- /SV-
Survey (from 61 to) ITotal Miles of line Co;
7 , *L* *3 Y- fi*l 2(7 r- t/Mo. 1 Vr. Day Mo. i Vr. i -) l * Ls ri ̂ ^,

Name and Address of Author (of Geo-Techmcal report) ,
ft X - -*. . A/ J r W J"\ .S J f 1 ^ ' i j f*) J* *s— Jf*V-Sl J ~Z2 l 1 ^?*-'S~fc\ 'iC'f'^SrS t t -C', tj&j* fi' .j 7 f f'*1s^t f^~\ . t' ̂ *, * f f f *^ j **\* /j

Credits Requested per Each Claim in Columns at right
Special Provisions

For first survey:

Enter 40 days. (This 
includes line cutting)

For each additional survey: 
using the tame grid:

Enter 20 days (for each)

Man Days

Complete reverse side 
and eitferteteHsrrbBr* ,. ^.^

f *

i M ii
i ^7

Note: Special provisions 
credits do not apply 
to Airborne Surveys.

Geophysical 

- Electromagnetic 

- Magnetometer 

- Radiometric 

- Other 

Geological 

Geochemical

Geophysical 

- Electromagnetic 

i (.^~'Maon*^prneter 

-' i^Radioftjetric 

•O^r 

Geological 

Geochemici

•— —— ——— ™ 

Electromagnetic 

Magnetometer 

Radiometric

Days per 
Claim

•2.0

+0

Days per 
Claim

Days per 
Claim

Expenditures (excludes power stripping)
Type of Work Performed

Performed on Claim(s)

Calculation of Expenditure Days Credits 

Total Expenditures
Total 

Days Credits

Instructions
Total Days Credits may be apportioned at the claim holder's 
choice. Enter number of days credits per claim selected 
in columns at right.

Date

lo
Recp/aed Holderpr Age/It (Signature)

Certification Verifying ReportjOT Work

Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)
Expend. 
Days Cr.

Total number of mining 
claims covered by this 
report of work.

For Office Use Only
Total Days Cr. 
Recorded

, Recorded

HIM
Date Approved as RecordedmiM-au

l hereby certify that l have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hereto, having performed the 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.

Name and Postal Address of Pereon Certifying

(oat. Certified 
\ . 7 S. -&/J. P-4-W B
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GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

file. l

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.
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GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS - If more than one survey, specify data for each fyp? Qf survey

Number of Stations. 
Station interval —— 
Profile scale———— t-

JLine spacing.

(Vtntniir interval

L^

Û
Z

\z c
4

ECTRC

^

g

1
3

Armrary — Srale rnnstant 3- 1 rtT

Base Station clvck-in interval (hou**)- _ -Jfy-
Base Station Inration and value .... ,, OK, fcslid ^tiOPO v* 1

A*r //} .A 77 Instrument HrCx / f/t/r S /c~ ±L
r i0f!nj] rnnfigiiratinn H 0* i 1 O *,T*L L-v-ri**'*,^

Oiil separation 1 Ti?-n-t

Armrary ^ l 70

Method: Q Fixed transmitter Q Shoot back CSTln line

(ipecify V.L.F, tution) 
f /9 /O

- - 
Instrument T
Rrale rnnstant — ———————

rnrrertinns made
" r '- - - 

——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— , —————— , ———

Base station value and location

Elevation accuracy. ..,... ,...... . .,, ., ,,,,..... ..

I"'. " ' " ' .

1.;" -V" ;
\

O Parallel line

| , ,. . - , ••-.

i.. . .
—— . —————————

;i^!l-.--'.- ---:,'- -:. . - -

Z
g
Xft •tf

2IM
S

c

Instrument
Method D Time Domain
Parameters — On time ., , ,., — ,,.

H - Off time

> — Delay tim*"

5;
tii PntA/er
tt

Electrode array —————————————
Electrode spacing ————————————
Type of electrode ..v i~

*"t *Tt t ^' * i* tfi-^^1 * r?Qucncy Donwiin
V..S Z? v 1 ijl ^s/ *j|-Jf f - - ' -'Trcauency ,

' ' ,,..j r ':'-Range^^ .^.....^.... ...

HC \???f auK/j ^-i; :Ji\f
————————————————————————

——————————————————————————— . —— -1 —— M

———————————————————

J ———————————————————



SELF POTENTIAL 
Instrument^——— Range.
Survey Method.

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC

Instrument ——.
Values measured.
Energy windows (levels). 

Height of instrument

Size of detector————
Overburden ——.^-—

.Background Count.

(type, depth - include outcrop map)

OTHERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.) 
Type of survey——————————————————————— 
Instrument ————————————————————————
Accuracy———^-^^——————————————————
Parameters measured.

Additional information (for understanding results).

AIRBORNE SURVEYS 
Type of survey(s) ——— 
Instrument(s) —————

(specify for each type of survey)

Accuracy.
(specify for each type of survey)

Aircraft used.
Sensor altitude.
Navigation and flight path recovery method.

Aircraft altitude.
Miles flown over total area.

.Line Spacing.— 

.Over claims only.



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - PROCEDURE RECORD

Number? rit claims trnm whirh sapiplfs takfn __ ,, ..,, r

Total Number of Samples. 
Type of Sample.

(Nature of Material)
Average Sample Weight——————— 
Method of Collection————————

Soil Horizon Sampled. 
Horizon Development. 
Sample Depth———— 
Terrain————————

Drainage Development.
Estimated Range of Overburden Thickness.

General.

ANALYTICAL Mt THODS
Values expressed in: percent

p. p 
p. p

Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, Co, Ag,

Others.
Field Analysis (.

Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method- 
Reagents Used,——

Field Laboratory Analysis 
No.(,—————————

SAMPLE PREPARATION
(Indudet drying, screening, cnuhing, ajhing)

Mesh size of fraction used for analysis————

Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method - 
Reagents Used __

Commercial Laboratory (. 
Name of Laboratory. 
Extraction Method—— 
Analytical Method—— 
Reagents Used,____

General.

D 
Pn

Mo, As,-(circlc)

.tests)

-tests)

.tests)
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15+OON

D

UJ 
IO 
CM

12+OON/uj

4-916 I+OON
900

992 BL 0 + 00
IOOO

I5+OON

I4+OON

I3+OON

I2+OON

II+OON

IO+OON
900

9+OON

TL 8+OON

800

7+OON
800

6+OON

5+OON

900

4+OON

900
TL 3+OON

TL 5+OOS

Key

Syinbol Grade Descripfion

1 Very Good Conductor

2 Good Conductor

3 Pair Conductor

4 Weak Conductor

Very Weak Conductor

LHGKNI)

INSTKLMHNT: GEOMETRICS G-816

PARAMETERS MEASURED: Total Magnetic Field 
Diurnal s Corrected by Base Station Looping 
ACCURACY: +I- 10 nsno - test as

UJo
IO
4(J)

u
LO

o
LO

m POST (LOCATED) 
D POST (ASSUMED)
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Approved:
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12+OON/LU

. t , BL 0+00

15+OON

14+OON

13+OON

12+OON

Key

Symbol Grude Description
1 Very buod Conductor

2 Good Conductor

FREdUENCY U4 Hz.

IP. ' \.-^
,-""x -, e*

O.P. ^ "'-*-"'

SCALE
HORIZONTAL 1cm : 2.5M 
VERTICAL 1cm = 10 "/o

COIL SEPERATION 150M
IP. O.P.

INSTRUMENT 
MAX-MIN II

TL 5+OOS

UJ 
O
LO
+en

u in

o in

3

4

Fair Conductor

Weak Conductor

Very Weak Conductor

l POST ( LOCATED) 
D POST (ASSUMED)

II + OON

IO+OON

9+OON

TL 8+OON

7+OON

6+OON

5+OON

4+OON

TL 3+OON
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Title NEWMAN TWP.

MAX-MIN II
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15+OON 15+OON

14+OON

13+OON

12+OON

TL 5+OOS

Key

Symbol Grade Description

1 Very Good Conductor

2 Good Conductor

3 Fair Conductor

4 Weak Conductor

Very Weak Conductor

FREQUENCY .1777 Hz.

x""*^ ,'*

O.P. *"' '"-"-""

SCALE
HORIZONTAL km r 2.5M 
VERTICAL 1cm r 10Vo

COIL SEPERATION 150M
IP. O.P. 

-10

INSTRUMENT 
MAX-MIN li

Ld 
Oin* 
en

UJ
LO

o
IO

B POST (LOCATED) 
D POST (ASSUMED)

II + OON

IO+OON

9+OON

TL 8+OON

7+OON

6+OON

5+OON

4+OON

TL 3+OON

REVISIONS ROBERT^. MK^DLETON 
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for
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Title NEWMAN TWP.

MAX-MIN
1777 Hz
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15+OON

f8 BL 0+00

Key

Symbol Grade Description
l Very Goad Conductor

2

TL 5+OOS

(D

4

Goad Conductor

Fair Conductor

Weak Conductor

Very Weak Conductor

15+OON

14+OON

13+OON

12+OON

II+OON

10+OON

9+OON

TL 8+OON

7+OON

6+OON

5+OON

4+OON

TL 3+OON

FREaUENCY 35^5 Hz.

I.R. -' 

OP.*'

SCALE

HORIZONTAL 1cm r 
VERTICAL 1cm

2.SM 
= 10V0

COIL SEPERATION 150M
I.R. O.P. 

-10

INSTRUMENT 
MAX-MIN II

UJin
LJ 
Oin*
0)

UJin

O
B POST (LOCATED) 
D POST (ASSUMED)
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